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is71 ABSTRACT 
This invention is a high data rate pressure sensor mod- 
ule with an in situ calibration capability to help reduce 
energy consumption in wind tunnel facilities without 
loss of measurement accuracy. The sensor module al- 
lows for nearly a two order of magnitude increase in 
data rates over conventional electromechanically 
scanned pressure sampling techniques. The module 
consists of 16 solid state pressure sensor chips and signal 
multiplexing electronics integrally mounted to a four 
position pressure selector switch. One of the four posi- 
tions of the pressure selector switch allows the in situ 
calibration of the 16 pressure sensors; the three other 
positions allow 48 channels (three sets of 16) pressure 
inputs to be measured by the sensors. The small size of 
the sensor module will allow mounting within many 
wind tunnel models, thus eliminating long tube lengths 
and their corresponding slow pressure response. 
10 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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ELECTRICALLY SCANNED PRESSURE SENSOR 
MODULE WITH IN SITU CALIBRATION 
CAPABILITY 
ORIGIN O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the US.  Government and may be manufac- 
tured and used by or for the Government for govern- 
mental purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
During the past few years, the need for wind tunnel 
pressure measurement systems with higher data rates 
has become acute. Currently the need for higher data 
rates revolves around achieving a more economical 
operation of these energy intensive facilities through 
continuous pitch and pitch-pause modes of operations, 
active tunnel control, and real-time data analysis and 
display. Higher data rates for pressure measurements 
are also needed, as they have been in the past, for wind 
tunnels with short run times. The major obstacle in 
achieving high data rates from pressure measurement 
systems has been most often the pressure sensing 
scheme. Modem computer-based data acquisition sys- 
tems allow data rates of 50,000 measurements per sec- 
ond (MPS) and greater, yet the electromechanically 
scanned pressure sensors most often used for wind tun- 
nel pressure measurements allow a maximum data rate 
of only about 10 MPS. These electromechanically 
scanned pressure sensors can be paralleled to achieve a 
somewhat higher data rate, but still not one that is com- 
mensurate with that of the data acquisition systems. The 35 
use of individual pressure transducers to achieve a high 
data rate is often impractical because of size require- 
ments and cost. 
Some progress in developing pressure sensing con- 
recently. A miniature 25-channel pressure sensing mod- 
ule consisting of 25 silicon diaphragm pressure sensors 
mounted to a header plate has been developed. (Mallon, 
J. R., Kurtz, A. D., and Coe, C., “Twenty-Five Channel 
Electrically Scanned Solid State Pressure Transducer,” 45 
Instrument Society of America. Twentieth Interna- 
tional Instrumentation Symposium, Albuquerque, NM, 
May 21-23, 1974). This module allows high data rates 
since the electrical outputs of the pressure sensors can 
be electronically scanned. However, this sensor module 50 
does not permit a full in situ calibration, therefore cor- 
rections for zero and sensitivity shifts usually associated 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE with these sensors cannot be made. Another pressure 
measurement system (Armentrout, E. C., “On-Line INVENTION 
Calibration of High-Response Pressure Transducers 55 A general embodiment of the invention is shown in a 
During Jet-Enging Testing.” Society of Automotive block diagram in FIG. 1. Pressure sensor chips PS-1, 
Engineers. National Aerospace Engineering and Manu- PS-2 . . . PS-n have their electrical analog outputs con- 
facturing Meeting, San Diego, CA, Oct. 1-3, 1974) has nected to a multiplexer 11. Pressures are applied to the 
been developed that allows a full in situ calibration of pressure sensor chips through a pressure selector switch 
individual silicon diaphragm pressure sensors, but the 60 12 having m positions. While switch 12 is in one posi- 
system is too large to be mounted in most wind tunnel tion (the mth position in the drawing) a calibrating 
models. The data rate of this system is generally deter- pressure is applied to all pressure sensor chips from a 
mined by the lengths of the tubes from the pressure calibrating pressure source 13. In all other positions of 
ports to the sensors. Another concept advanced em- switch 12, unknown pressures at n different locations 
ploys miniature pressure switches adjacent to the pres- 65 are applied to the n pressure sensor chips. Hence, the n 
sure sensors to allow in situ calibration (US. Pat. No. pressure sensors can be calibrated and pressures at 
3,777,546) and in those instances where model size per- n(m- 1) different locations can be measured by the 
mits, high data rates are possible with this scheme. embodiment of the invention in FIG. 1. A pneumatic 
embodiment of‘ the invention 
tion, is equal to 16 and is equal to 4. 
in this 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. is a block diagram of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a side view of the specific embodiment of 
FIG. 3 is a top view of the embodiment of the inven- 
the invention selected for illustration; 
tion shown in FIG. 2; 
the housing surrounding it; 
CePts with Potentially high data rates has been made 40 FIG. 4 is a bottom view of the multiplexer plate and 
FIG. 5 is a top view of the stator 
FIG. 6 is a bottom view of the substrate containing 
FIG. 7 is a side view of the plates contained inside 
FIG. 8 is a bottom view of plate 31 shown in FIG. 7; 
the 
housing 27 in FIG. 2; 
and multiplexing circuitry; 
FIG. 9 is a schematic drawing of the multiplexing 
FIG. 10 is a schematic drawing of the pneumatic 
circuitry used in this invention; and 
switch contro]ler used in this invention. 
L 
It is the primary object of this invention to provide a 
pressure sensor module that largely overcomes the 
drawbacks of the above-mentioned systems. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a pres- 
5 sure sensor module that is small in size, that has a high 
data rate and that has high accuracy through a full in 
situ calibration capability. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a 
pressure measuring system that has a high data rate and 
Other objects and advantages of this invention will 
become apparent hereinafter in the specification and 
drawings. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
The invention consists essentially of n solid state 
pressure sensor chips and signal multiplexing electron- 
ics integrally mounted to an m position pressure selec- 
tor switch. In one of the positions of the pressure selec- 
20 tor switch a calibrating pressure source is connected to 
all of the pressure sensor chips, and in each of the other 
m- 1 positions of the pressure selector switch pressures 
from n different locations are connected to the pressure 
sensor chips. During the time that the pressure selector 
25 switch is at each of its positions a digital code is applied 
to the multiplexing electronics which multiplexes the 
analog outputs of all of the sensors into a single output. 
Consequently the invention will measure pressures at 
n(m - 1) different locations and provide in situ calibra- 
30 tion of the n Dressure sensor chiDs. For the svecific 
10 an in situ calibration capability. 
15 
4,l P 1,058 
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switch controller 14 is used to control the positions of brating pressure port 33 extends into plate 31 €or apply- 
switch 12. Each time the position of switch 12 is ing the calibrating pressures to 16 ports that begin inside 
changed by controller 14 a digital code is applied to plate 31 and end at the lower surface of plate 31. The 48 
multiplexer 11. This digital code multiplexes the n ana- ports 30 extend through plate 31. Hence, the lower 
log signals at the outputs of the sensor chips onto a 5 surface of plate 31 which is shown in FIG. 8 has 64 
single output. Hence the output of multiplexer 11 is a ports in it. Each of the 64 ports has an O-ring 34 around 
serial output representing the pressures at the different it to O-ring seal it with its correspollding port in the 
locations and the responses of the sensor chips to the multiplexer plate 32. A hole 35 extends through housing 
calibrating pressures. 27 so that port 33 will not restrict movement of plate 31 
vention selected for illustration in the drawings, FIGS. Multiplexer plate 32 ilas 64 ports in its upper surface 
bodiment of this invention in which n is equal to 16 and plate 31 (FIG. 8). These ports extend through plate 32 
substrate containing 16 solid state pressure sensor chips 15 can be Seen in FIG. blate 32 is smaller than the 
tions with two 8 channel-dual multiplexers 21 and 22 as inside the opening. Four rubber pistons 3, are built into shown in FIG. 6. A block diagram of this circuitry is housing 27 on the four sides of plate 32. Each of these shown in FIG. 9. Each silicon diaphragm pressure sens- pistons is connected to a separate port 38. Conse- ing chip contains four junction isolated piezoresistance 20 quently, when pressure is applied to any two adjacent 
ports 38, plate 32 and plate 31 are pushed into one of the strain sensing elements in a Wheatstone bridge configu- ration. Pressure is determined by the change in bridge four corners of housing 27. Hence plate 32 has four output due to varying pressure induced stresses. The controlled positions relative to housing 27. In each of outputs of the first eight bridges are applied to multi- 
applied to multiplexer 22. The 16 sensor array may be of the sixteen sets of ports in plate 32 dines with one of 
with a specific digital code placed on digital inputs 20, positions of plate 32, the 16 ports that are alined with 
3o nected to port 33. In the other controlled positions of 
plate 32, ports that are connected to unknown pressure 
Channel El E2 20 2' 22 points are alined with the ports in plate 26. Plates 25, 26 
1 1 0 0 0 0 and 28 and housings 23 and 27 are attached together by 
four nuts and bolts 39 as shown in FIG. 2. 2 1 0 1 0 0 3 1 0 0 1 0 
. 35 The pneumatic switch controller for use with the 
pressure sensor module in FIG. 2 i s  shown in FIG. 10. 
A rotary solenoid 40 is connected to a pneumatic valve s 1 0 i 1 i 41. Each time the solenoid is energized by a voltage 
9 0 1 0 0 0 
10 0 1 1 0 0 control 42 the pneumatic valve advances one position. 
4o The pneumatic valve has two control pressure ports 44 
and 45 that are supplied pressure from a pressure source 
15 0 i 1 i 1 43, and stationary ports 46 that are connected to the 
four ports 38 (FIG. 4) that operate the four pistons 37. 
A differential output of the selected pressure sensor is While Pneumatic valve 41 is in the Position ShOwn the 
present on the analog output lines. After amplification 45 two control Pressure Ports 44 and $5 are dined with 
the analog signal is input to an analog-to-digital con- two of the stationary ports 46 and the two pistons 37 
verter (not shown) to digitize the data. that have pressure applied to them pushes multiplexer 
Electrical wires are connected to the electrical cir- plate 32 into the lower right corner Qf housing 27. In 
cuitry on substrate 20 inside a housing 23 and extend out this position one set of 16 d the ports in the multiplexer 
of the housing through a connector 24. A plate 25 cov- 50 Plate 32 (FIG. 4) are dined with the 16 Ports in Plate 26 
ers housing 23. (FIG. 5). When pneumatic switch 41 advances one step, 
Substrate 20 is bonded to a stator plate 26. A top view plate 32 is pushed into the lower left corner of housing 
of stator plate 26 is shown in FIG. 5. Sixteen ports 27 by pistons 37. In this position a different set of 16 
extend through the plate and each terminates onto a ports in plate 32 are alined with the 16 ports in plate 26, 
corresponding one of the pressure sensor chips. Hence, 55 etc. The pneumatic switch has a switching time of as 
the pressure applied to each of the ports in stator plate little as 15 m sec when a pressure of 100 psi is applied to 
20 causes the corresponding chip and its associated the control pressure ports 44 and 45. 
Wheatstone bridge to generate an analog voltage re- In the operation of this invention the voltage control 
lated to the pressure. 42 applies a voltage to rotary solenoid 40 to cause pneu- 
A housing 27 is mounted on stator plate 26 and a top 60 matic switch 41 to advance a position. This connects the 
plate 28 is mounted on housing 27. A moveable plate 29 pressure source 43 to two adjacent pistons 37 which 
has 48 pressure ports 30 through it and through top pushes multiplexer plate 32 into one of the four corners 
plate 28. Top plate 28 has grooves in it for passage of of housing 27. As a result the pressure from 16 selected 
the pressure ports 30 through plate 28 and for allowing locations are applied through ports 30, plates 31,32 and 
some movement of plate 29 relative to plate 28. 65 26 to the 16 pressure sensor chips on substrate 20. The 
As shown in FIG. 7 the pressure ports 30 extend resulting 16 analog signals are multiplexed onto the 
through top plate 28 to a calibrating port adding plate output of the multiplexer by means of a digital code 
31 which is mounted on a multiplexer plate 32. A Cali- applied to the multiplexer. The voltage control 42 then 
Turning now to the specific embodiment of the in- 10 relative to housing 27. 
2 and 3 are side and top views, respectively, Of an em- 
designates a 
that match with the 64 ports in the lower surface of 
into 16 sets of four ports each as shown in FIG. 4. As 
opening of housing 27. Consequently, plate 32 can move 
is to 4. The number 2o in 
interconnected by Of etched 
plexer 21 and the outputs ofthe second eight bridges are 25 these four 
scanned at high data rates by addressing each Sensor 
21, 22 and enables El, &. A suitable code is as follows: 
positions, One Of the ports in each 
the l6 ports in stator plate 26* In One Of the 
the l6 Ports in plate 26 the ports con- 
. 
4,111,058 
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applies another voltage to rotary solenoid 40 and the 4. A pressure sensor module according to claim 3 
process is repeated. wherein said pressure multiplexer plate is housed in a 
The pressure sensor module in FIG. 2 can be made rectangular housing and said means for selectively mov- 
from any suitable material such as for example stainless ing said pressure multiplexer Plate to four positions is 
steel and One of the modules that has been built has 5 means for moving said pressure multiplexer plate to the 
dimensions of 4.3 x 2.48 x 2.4 cm giving it a volume of four corner Positions inside said housing. 
25.7 cm3. 5. A pressure sensor module according to claim 4 said 
Even though in the specific embodiment ofthe inven- means for Selectively moving said pressure multiplexer 
tion disclosed was chosen to to 16 and was to the four corner positions inside said housing includes 
chosen to equal 4, it is obvious that other values could 10 a piston in each Of the four walls Of the housing that Will 
have been chosen. n can obviously be any number Push against said pressure multiplexer plate when a 
chosen and m could be three if plates 31 and 32 were 
triangular in shape or m could be five if plates 31 and 32 
Pressure is applied to it and means for alternately apply- 
ing pressure to adjacent pairs Of said pistons to push the 
pressure multiplexer plate into the four corners of said 
6. A pressure sensor module according to claim 5 
pairs of said pistons includes a two moveable port pneu- 
matic switch. 
were in the shape of a pentagon, etc. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A pressure sensor module comprising: 
&ips and a multiplexer thereon where is a whole 
number greater than one; 
said multiplexer connected to said pressure chips and 2o '* A pressure 
n pressure sensors where n is a whole number greater including means such that when a digital code is than one; applied to said multiplexer the analog outputs of n(m - 1) ports for connections to selected locations said pressure chips sequentially appear at the out- where pressures are to be measured where m is a put of said multiplexer; whole number greater than one; 
source; on one side of the stator plate terminating onto a 
switching means have m positions for connecting the corresponding one of said pressure chips; 
a pressure multiplexer plate in contact with the side total of the above mentioned n and n(m - 1) ports 
to said n pressure sensor n at a time; and other than said one side of the stator plate; 
ports through it where m is a whole number sors and responsive to a digital code for multiplex- 
ing the outputs of said n pressure sensors onto a greater than one; 
means for connecting n of said ports in said pressure single line each time said switching means changes 
multiplexer plate to a calibrating pressure source; 35 positions. 
means for connecting the other n(m- 1) ports in said 8. A pressure sensor according to claim 7 wherein 
Pressure multiplexer plate to the locations where said switching means includes a stator plate with n ports 
pressures are to be measured; and in it that terminate onto said n pressure sensors, a multi- 
means for selectively moving said Pressure multi- plexer plate with n groups of m ports in it, and means 
Plexer Plate to m Positions with a different set of n 40 for moving said multiplexer to m different locations 
Ports through it dined With the n Ports through such that in each location the ports in said multiplexer 
said stator plate in each of the said m positions and plate is alined with a different set n of the n(m - 1) and 
with the said set of n ports connected to a calibrat- n ports connected to the selected locations and the 
ing pressure source being one of said different sets. calibrating pressure source. 
2. A pressure sensor module according to claim 1 45 9. A pressure sensor according to claim 8 wherein m 
wherein m is equal to 4. is equal to 4. 
3. A pressure sensor module according to claim 2 10. A pressure sensor according to claim 9 wherein 
wherein the shape of said pressure multiplexer plate is said multiplexer plate is rectangular in shape. 
rectangular. * * * * *  
15 housing. 
a pressure Sensor substrate board including n pressure wherein said for pressure to adjacent 
comprising: 
25 a stator plate with Ports through it with each port ports for connections to a calibrating pressure 
30 
said pressure multiplexer plate having ?I groups of multiplexer means connected to said n pressure sen- 
50 
55 
60 
65 
